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Lesson 2
A Basic Computer Block Diagram is displayed on the following page. The components are comprised
of the Hard drive, Ram, Keyboard and Mouse, Graphics Processing Unit, and the Micro-Processor.
In addition to to these components are many electronic circuits providing for transferring data
between these components.
Keyboard and Mouse : Provides the User with the interface to communicate with the computer.
The keyboard and mouse may be substituted with a touch screen, a touchpad, or a pen.
Monitor : The monitor provides output to the User. It receives its data from the Graphics
Processor Unit.
Graphics Processor Unit : This unit performs the conversion of digital data to a raster output.
Hard drive : This unit stores digital data for a considerable long time without requiring electrical
power or a data refresh.
RAM : This is volatile memory that provides for the transfer of digital data from the hard drive to
the uProcessor.
uProcessor : This unit is comprised of Cache and the CPU registers, as well as the Arithmetic Logic
Unit.
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The Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) is the component that performs all computations; except for the
conversion of digital data to video data. The GPU is handling the calculations for the video display,
which includes raytracing, vertices and fragmentation shading. Fragmentation shading assigns
colorization data to each pixel of the monitor.
The ALU cannot perform any calculations on data stored on the hard drive or in Ram. Instead data
must be transferred from the hard drive to Ram and then to Cache in the uProcessor. Data stored in
Cache is transferred to the CPU register, where the ALU uses the data to perform its calculations.
The Hard drive and Ram both have their own memory management unit, which is responsible for
fetching the required data and transferring it to the uProcessor. Currently the anticipated fetch
operations on a PC are 99 % accurate; implying data is always available at the right time to the ALU.
When the User types information using the Keyboard an interrupt signal is send to the processor. The
operating system will halt its routine operation and process the interrupt and associated data.
The operating system is the software responsible to manage the hardware and all applications
executing on the machine. The operating system is sometimes referred to the System.
For example, the function call System.out.println() instructs the OS to display data to the Console,
which is visible on the Monitor.

Binary System
The size of a typical register is 64 Bits. This means that a register can hold 64 pieces of binary
data. Often a system is referred to as a 64 bit architecture.
Instead of referring to data at this low level, bits are combined to form a byte.
1 Byte = 8 bits.
Therefore a register of size 64 bits can hold 64 / 8 = 8 bytes.
Each bit can store either a “0” or “1”. Sometimes it is also referred to “On” and “Oﬀ’.
A binary signal (bit) actually is comprised of a voltage., where the range is typically 0 volts to 3.3
volts. Programmers hardly ever concern themselves with voltages, instead they use 0 and 1s.
Since 1 byte is comprised of 8 bits it can represent numbers in the decimal system in the range of
0 and 255. A total of 256 numbers.
In binary it would be in the range of

00000000 to 11111111.

A computer operates on a stream of 0’s and 1’s organized in 64 bits. Machine instructions have a
specific order for its bits, where each bit represents specific instructions to the ALU. This data is
typically organized to contain information of the cpu registers and the operation to be
performed. Computer Scientist do not work at this low level of writing instructions, instead they
write code at a much higher level. A higher level language such as Java or C# is converted to
Assembly code and then to machine language.

Compiler Process
A compiler performs numerous steps to convert code to executable code.
1. Syntax Checking — A compiler performs syntax checking and verifies the code complies
with the grammatical rules of the language. It also performs type inference. It DOES NOT
perform logic checking. The result is translated to a form of assembly code.
2. Code Optimization - The compiler performs code optimization on the assembly code to
optimize speed performance and minimize memory requirements.
3. Linker - The Linker is part of the compilation process. It includes the predefined methods
and libraries called by the code.
4. The assembly code is assigned to the virtual memory space.
5. The final product is either a executable code or a byte stream that can be interpreted
and executed by the Java Runtime Environment or equivalent.

Note: Not all datatypes listed are
supported by the Java programming
language

Data Types
Type

Description

Range

byte

8-bit unsigned integer

0 to 255

sbyte

8-bit signed integer

-128 to 127

short

16-bit signed integer

-32,768 to 32,767

ushort

16-bit unsigned integer

0 to 65,535

int

32-bit signed integer

-2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647

uint

32-bit unsigned integer

0 to 4,294,967,295

u

long

64-bit signed integer

-9,223,372,036,854,775,808 to
9,223,373,036,854,775,807

l

ulong

64-bit unsigned integer

0 to 18,446,744,073,709,551,615

ul

float

32-bit single-precision floating point
type

-3.402823e38 to 3.402823e38

f

double

64-bit double precision floating point
type

-1.79769313486232e308 to
1.79769313486232e308

d

decimal

128-bit decimal type for financial
and monetary calculations

+/- 1.0 x 10e-28 to 7.9 x 10e28

m

char

16-bit single Unicode character

Any valid character

bool

8-bit logical true/false value

True or False

object

Base typeof all other types

string

A sequence of unicode characters

DateTime

Represents date and time

0:00:00am 1/1/01 to 11:59:59pm
12/31/9999

Suffix

